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Can a young woman a chaste village
pharmacist
become an international
glamour girl and help save the worlds three
biggest countries from nuclear attack and
in the process become the torrid lover of a
round-the-world yachtsman? Top Dog in
Washington, the Prime Minister in London
and the President in Russia all depend on
assistance from the two young lovers to
locate a secret unknown island and prevent
it from becoming a nuclear missile
launching pad. An international group of
nuclear scientists plans to develop the site
and intimidate the Big Three into sharing
the wealth of their massive trading deals.
Non-compliance would result in nuclear
missiles being launched against London,
Washington and Moscow. The yachtsman
once found refuge on the island after being
ship-wrecked and knows its features and
the girl is an international campaigner who
discourages any international interest in
exploiting
the
worlds
remaining
undeveloped areas. They can help the
heads of government to damp down any
interest in the island by campaigning in the
United Nations and by helping British and
American intelligence officers to plan an
assault to destroy any military installations
on the island. Despite the loss of an
Anglo-American submarine and its crew
that had been probing the islands defences
before missiles could be installed, the main
assault force is to go ahead.
A
complication is a vulgar international
holiday tycoon who has heard whispers of
the island and plans to locate and develop
it. He is not aware that the forgotten island
had become a secret refuge for unwanted
political agitators mostly from Russia
when World War 2 ended. With the
passage of years and inevitable deaths of
the agitators, all official interest in the
island was lost and it was largely forgotten.
The tycoon is bought off by the grant of an
honour.
Ultimately, complete surprise
enables the assault force to plant powerful
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delayed action bombs in all the
underground installations and kill all the
technicians and their supporting military
unit. The exercise seems to have been a
complete success with only one casualty.
He is the young yachtsman, and doctors
struggle to try and save his life. In the
midst of all the political intrigue a deep
love affair develops between the yachtsman
and the young woman. Their devotion
amazes everyone who knew the girl who
was always regarded as being without
much emotion.
As her infatuation
increases her basic reactions emerge and
sleeping desires awaken into a surprising
frenzy of unbridled passion.
This
outburst of unrequited love seems to be
very infectious and others involved in the
international drama also become involved.
One victim of Cupids dart is the British
Intelligence Officer whose cool, restrained
professionalism is stirred into feverish love
for his long-time secretary.
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